Class: 1asL1

2016/2017
First Term Test n°1

05th November,2016
Dear Jane,
I am celebrating my birthday on 7th November and this time I am planning to celebrate
it at home. There is going to be a small tea party in the evening after 7 p.m. Also, there will
be a dance and a music programme. I am going to invite all my friends and relatives. It
wouldn’t be extraordinary without your presence, so please be there

with love
PART ONE/ Reading and Interpreting
A/ Comprehension

Kate

1 - Circle the letter which best completes the sentence:
The text is:
a- a letter of enquiry

b- an informal letter of invitation

c- a formal refusal of invitation

2-Say whether the following statements are True or False.
a-Kate’s birthday will be on 5th November.
b- Kate will invite her friends only.
c- Kate will celebrate her birthday in a restaurant.
3 - Answer the following questions according to the text.
a – Who is the sender?
b – Who is the recipient?
c – What is the time and the date of the birthday?
4. What or who do the underlined words refer to in the text?
(I)

………………

(Your)

…………………

B/Text Exploration:
1- Find in the text the opposite of the following words:
Absence ≠ ……………………..

big ≠……………………….

2- Re- order the following words to get meaningful sentences.
1/always/Peter/sport/practises.
2/visits/rarely/her/relatives/she
3/extremely/in/winter/Alaska/is/cold/it
4/children/often/are/afraid/darkness/of.
3-Fill in the blanks with “so as to”, “to”,”in order to” or their negatives.
A-She always wakes up early………………………..miss the bus school.
b- I asked about her address……………………..visit her.
c-He went to Egland…………………………..study in oxford university.
4-Fill in the blanks with the appropriate reflexive pronoun
a-I'm not going to do that for you. You can do it ……………
B- Lisa and I walked to the store by………………..
c- We enjoyed…………………………in Kate’s party.
5-classify the following words according to their stressed syllable.
China- connect-remove-Sunday-printer-repair

Stress on the 1st syllable

Stress on the 2nd syllable

